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Title and Description CRN, Dates, Times, Location 

LBR 200: Labor and the Environment LBR 200-02 MW 10 – 11:15 AM (CRN 44263), 
Explore the complex relationships between labor/work, the synchronous Zoom, Professor Tia Koonse 

environment, and capitalism and the State, with specific attention to  
the effects of capitalism and environmental inequality in the modern LBR 200-01 MW 1 – 2:15 PM (CRN 44259), 
world. synchronous Zoom, Professor Steve McFarland 

 LBR 200-41 Internet (CRN 44264), Professor Tia 

 

Koonse 
 

LBR 310 Success and Values LBR 310-41 Internet (CRN 46234) 
Professor Matt McGarvey  

Investigate dominant values, particularly in the U.S., with special LBR 310-01 TTh 4 – 5:15 PM (CRN 44265) 
emphasis on the notion of “success” in this critical course that asks  
how, historically, certain notions (but not other ones) become  
dominant and how those notions function. 
  

LBR 314-41 The American Dream Internet (CRN 44263) 
Professor Justin McBride  

Explore this fraught and contested concept, its outsize role in politics,  
its connection to land and to labor, and place in a system of racial  
exclusion through events here in Los Angeles itself. 
  

LBR 312-01 Decade of the 60s LBR 312-01 MW 10 - 11:15 AM (CRN 44267), 
Professor James Best synchronous Zoom 

Learn the cultural and political history of the American 1960’s  
through the lens of labor, including the Chicano Movement, the war LBR 312-02 MW 1 – 2:15 PM (CRN 44268), 
in Vietnam and its dissidents, the queer liberation front, and synchronous Zoom 

more—and the conservative backlash to each. 
  

LBR 411-61 Contracts and Negotiations Saturday Hybrid 1:30 – 5:30 PM (CRN 44281), 
Professor Leisette Rodriguez synchronous Zoom 

Learn the process of negotiating for higher wages and better working Meets: 8/28, 9/4, 9/11, 9/25, 10/2, 10/9 

conditions under state and federal law. Topics include collective  
bargaining, contract clauses, arbitration, and strikes. 
   
For pre-approved electives in other departments, click here: https://www.csudh.edu/labor-studies/ba-requirements/ 

 
● Fall semester classes begin August 23, 2021.  
● Register on mycsudh.edu as soon as you are able (help us avoid having classes cancelled!)  
● Pay your fees on time to avoid being dropped.  
● Major, minor, or certificate students (or those interested):  

○ Review your requirements on mycsudh’s “Academic Requirements” page 
 

○ Call, email, or visit Labor Studies for an advising appointment to assure that you are continuing to 
fulfill all requirements for graduation. After your advising is complete, your academic advisor will lift 
the registration hold. 

https://www.csudh.edu/labor-studies/ba-requirements/

